Improving CAR T cell immunotherapy–mediated remissions for pediatric leukemia
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Chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cells are an effective therapy for relapsed or refractory pediatric B cell leukemia. Analysis of the starting material, the T cells collected from the patient prior to CAR manufacture, reveals possible biomarkers of cells destined to perform poorly in patients. Long-term follow-up shows that long periods of B cell aplasia, a marker of in vivo CAR activity, are associated with longer remission but also a higher chance of antigen-negative relapse. The role of transplantation as consolidative therapy is unclear in this nonrandomized data, but clearly warrants further study.

Will CAR T cells last for my patient?
A highly anticipated long-term follow-up of pediatric acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) patients treated with a chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) targeting CD19, the report from Finney et al., takes a few steps toward answering this question (1). Initially reported in 2017, the NCT02028455 trial had the same exciting and tantalizing high early remission rates of trials at other centers, including the National Institutes of Health and Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (2–4). This was highly encouraging, since each trial had different ways to make a CAR T cell product and different patient characteristics, giving hope that CAR T cells were a generalizable strategy for refractory leukemia.

However, as most pediatric oncologists know, getting a patient into remission is only the start when it comes to leukemia. Questions abound: how long will a patient remain in remission, and what additional therapy (if any) is needed to stay there? CAR T cells add a new dimension to these questions, as we must consider the particular features of T cells along with the leukemia-intrinsic factors to decide on the need for post-CAR consolidative therapy, typically allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (Figure 1).

Observations from the current study
Finney et al. report that 5 of the 43 patients from the study experienced either no response or relapsed very quickly (within 63 days), and had an 88.3% complete response rate at 63 days. Characteristics of the CAR T cell starting material indicate that patients with a dysfunctional response may have had T cells poorly suited to CAR T cell manufacture, with high expression of the exhaustion marker LAG-3 in the CD8+ cells. This fits with a growing body of research indicating that the quality of the T cells harvested from the patients is a major factor in how those cells will ultimately perform as CAR T cells (5–9). This also opens the door for adapting manufacturing support to each patient’s T cell needs, further personalizing an already highly patient-specific therapy.

Finney et al. used a manufacturing strategy that splits CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, grows them in different conditions, and then mixes them back together in a 1:1 ratio using a surface selection marker. This is in contrast to the product now known as tisagenlecleucel (Kymriah), developed at the University of Pennsylvania in partnership with Novartis, where T cells are not separated, but CD4+ and CD8+ T cells are grown together in the same cytokine milieu (10).

Both products have fabulous initial results, indicating that there are potentially many possible ways to manufacture CAR T cells. Do the positive results provide clues as to what could have been done differently (if anything) during ex vivo manufacture for the T cells from those five patients to make them effective? Are cells damaged by prior therapy unsalvageable? Is a post-infusion booster strategy (T cell antigen presenting cells), such as the one the authors propose, a way to manufacture CAR T cells?

Could universal CAR T cells be the answer?
Some trials require fresh pheresis for manufacturing, while others accept prior frozen products. If a patient is identified as needing CAR T cells, but their current lymphocytes are too damaged from chemotherapy, what does one do? Perhaps we will see something akin to cord blood banking, with families and patients partnering with centers to bank healthy T cells “just in case.” More narrowly, what about banking T cells at diagnosis for high-risk patients? There would unquestionably be a number of products that are stored and never used. How many unused products is it acceptable to store for the one child who can be treated that otherwise could not?

This leads to another important question in the field: if the T cells from cancer patients are intrinsically bad (whether from the tumor or the result of therapy), why not use off-the-shelf CAR T cells from healthy donors? So-called universal CAR T cells are attractive in many ways. They are immediately available, made from healthy T cells that have never seen chemotherapy, and potentially less expensive. An early report of
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not immunologically induced ones. Is an MRD-negative result from an immunotherapy as prognostic as one induced by chemotherapy? What about a next-generation sequencing MRD result that is several logs more sensitive than a flow cytometry–based result (13)? We will need to integrate this kind of response data into the T cell expansion and BCA data to get a full picture of relapse risk. If antigen-negative relapse is possible after three years, then a long follow-up is required before we will truly know the answers to the aforementioned questions.

Finney et al. also address the suppression of antigen escape, describing the common strategy of adding another target antigen (CD22) to the CAR T cell pool (14). Although there is hope for this strategy, leukemia has already figured out an escape plan for that as well — lineage switch. Some B cell leukemias can switch lineages, activating myeloid expression markers and suppressing lymphoid ones (including CD22) and this has been reported in CAR T cell therapy (15, 16). Can we predict lineage switch and pre-empt it with transplantation, and will transplantation actually work for that purpose? Detailed translational science can answer this, now that we have clinical samples to study.

two patients treated with universal CAR T cells showed many of the challenges found with this kind of product, including the importance of purity, the potential for severe toxicity, possible weaknesses in safety systems, and the need for consolidation therapy with transplantation (11). Universal CAR T cells are expected to have short persistence from eventual immunologic rejection, and the degree of complexity of genetic manipulation to overcome this is quite high. What is the cost of making universal CAR T cells once all the genetic manipulation and possible need for multiple infusions is accounted for, especially if the cells do not achieve lasting remission and require consolidation transplantation? Given the high interest in this technology, only time and well-designed trials will answer these questions.

Antigen escape
A pressing question is what to do after a patient achieves remission with CAR T cells. Finney et al. report that 13 of 38 patients went on to undergo consolidation transplantation, with 10 patients alive and in remission at the time of report and 3 relapses (one of which was antigen negative). Twenty of the 25 patients who got no further therapy experienced a relapse, half of them antigen negative. Looking at the individual data, it is striking that one patient (S11) had an antigen-negative relapse at 38 months. That patient had B cell aplasia (BCA) for 38 months as well, usually a sign that CAR T cells are still active. Finney et al. report that long BCA (>6 months) is positively correlated with remission but also correlated with more antigen-negative relapse. These are not randomized data, however, and we must be cautious about how we interpret these results with regard to transplantation.

The leukemia intrinsic factors intersect with the CAR T cell power, as we currently lack any ability to know which leukemias will ultimately go on to antigen escape. We also do not truly know if transplantation will suppress those events, or if there is a window in which transplantation will work, but outside of which it will not. Minimal residual disease (MRD) testing has redefined treatment of pediatric leukemia because it accurately reflects how well a patient is responding to treatment at previously unreachable levels of detection (12). All we know about MRD, however, is based on chemotherapy-induced MRD states, not immunologically induced ones. Is an MRD-negative result from an immunotherapy as prognostic as one induced by chemotherapy? What about a next-generation sequencing MRD result that is several logs more sensitive than a flow cytometry–based result (13)? We will need to integrate this kind of response data into the T cell expansion and BCA data to get a full picture of relapse risk. If antigen-negative relapse is possible after three years, then a long follow-up is required before we will truly know the answers to the aforementioned questions.

Finney et al. also address the suppression of antigen escape, describing the common strategy of adding another target antigen (CD22) to the CAR T cell pool (14). Although there is hope for this strategy, leukemia has already figured out an escape plan for that as well — lineage switch. Some B cell leukemias can switch lineages, activating myeloid expression markers and suppressing lymphoid ones (including CD22) and this has been reported in CAR T cell therapy (15, 16). Can we predict lineage switch and pre-empt it with transplantation, and will transplantation actually work for that purpose? Detailed translational science can answer this, now that we have clinical samples to study.
Hope for patients who underwent prior transplantation

As we evaluate responses and worry over transplantation, another question surfaces: what about patients who already underwent transplantation? Their T cells will be from the donor stem cells and have potentially different chemotherapy exposure and repertoires than those patients who have been receiving up-front intensive therapy. Does that matter? Most of the patients reported by Maude et al. underwent a prior transplantation, and certainly the initial responses were excellent (4). But patients undergoing a second allogeneic transplantation have a high chance of transplant-related mortality and historically a high rate of relapse, though not in the context of post–CAR T cell remission (17). We must factor all this in to our evaluation of BCA, MRD, and other biomarkers as we weigh risks and benefits for each patient.

In summary, the report from Finney et al. provides a long-term look at outcomes from patients treated with CAR T cells and some clues as to what T cell factors are associated with response and durable remission. We have new hints at the answers to key questions in the field, but still no final way to answer the one question every family has: can CAR T cells cure my child’s leukemia?
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